Program: Great Plains Dealer CO-OP Radio Spot
Requirement: See Great Plains dealer CO-OP Policy
Great Plains Contact: Kendi Carlgren, Advertising/Media Coordinator
Media: Radio
Spot length: 30 seconds
Title: Turbo Max (Ad #5)
Producer: TBD
Music: Dealer/Producer choice

______________________________________________________________

(Insert dealer name) takes vertical tillage to the max... with the Turbo-Max™ from Great Plains. With its hydraulically adjustable gang angle, the Turbo-Max gives you lots of options. In the fall, you can run the machine at an angle, to bury more residue. And in the spring, you can run it straight to create an excellent, vertically tilled seedbed... all to help you achieve the best yields! Call (insert dealer name) in (insert city) today to see what the Turbo-Max can do for you. (Insert dealer name) and Great Plains. “HARVEST STARTS HERE.”